
ProGuard Chlorine Shut Off ELECTRIC
Chlorine gas metering - now even safer!

Automatic closure of chlorine gas valves in seconds The DULCO®Vaq emergency shut-off system for chlorine gas, coupled with a 

chlorine gas detector, ensures the automatic and immediate closure of the chlorine gas source in the event of a leak.

The actuator sits directly on the chlorine gas valve of each storage tank and is controlled by a control unit. This transmits the signal 

to close as soon as the chlorine gas detector detects a leak. The emergency shut-off system then closes the storage tanks within a 

few seconds. The emergency shut-off system can also be manually triggered by an emergency stop switch fitted outside the storage 

room. The operator must manually re-open the chlorine gas valves after cordoning off the surroundings and rectifying a possible leak.

The emergency shut-off system is protected against power failure by an uninterrupted power supply (UPS).

	Simple assembly and dismantling without the need for tools

	Chlorine gas systems also available for retrofitting

	Suitable for almost all types of valve (chlorine gas cylinders and drums)

	Reliably closes in under 4 seconds

	Electrically operated and secured by battery (UPS via control unit)

	Adjustable torque for secure closure

	Designed to meet the highest quality standards

Your benefits
	Electrically operated installation

	Uninterrupted power supply (UPS)

	Reliably closes in under 4 seconds

	Suitable for chlorine gas cylinders and drums

	Assembly and dismantling without the need for tools

	Adjustable torque for secure closure
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Field of application
	Potable water

	Swimming pool water

	Waste water

	Cooling water


